Relaxation Therapy Ball

Aids tinnitus sufferers in getting a restful night’s sleep by playing digital recordings of real, natural sounds.

Choice of 7 digitally recorded sounds:

- Heartbeat
- Sea Waves
- Brook
- Birds
- Woods
- White Noise
- Rain

Features a volume control, a 30 minute timer, as well as no tapes or moving parts to wear out. 4 x AA batteries included, with UK and EU power adaptors available separately. Bundle pack with UK adaptor also available.
Bedside Sound Generators

Sound Oasis®

The Sound Oasis® bedside desktop sound generator & alarm clock features 12 natural sounds to soothe and relieve the symptoms of tinnitus at night.

Choice of 12 digitally recorded sounds:

- Ocean Surf
- Rain
- Stream
- White Noise
- Woodlands
- Thunderstorm
- Energy Chimes
- Tranquillity
- Alpha Clouds
- Sleep Surf
- Delta Voyage
- Dream Echoes

Features a built-in timer with settings for 30, 60 or 90 minutes, a built-in alarm clock with snooze button, as well as an LCD display. The sound generator can be powered either from the UK mains adaptor (supplied) or 4 x AA batteries (available separately). Ideal for use with the Sound Pillow (ACC386). Additional sound cards also available.
Bedside Sound Generators

**Sound Oasis® S-550-06**

Aids tinnitus sufferers in getting a restful night’s sleep by playing digital recordings of real, natural sounds. Natural sounds are a proven, healthy sleep aid. By bathing your room with nature sounds, the S-550-06 sleep machine provides effective, natural, prescription free sleep therapy.

**Sound Oasis® Deluxe**

Features 145 authentic nature sound combinations, the Sound Oasis® Deluxe fills your room with sound therapy proven to help you relax, sleep and manage tinnitus. Also includes 3 speakers (including subwoofer) for professional sound quality, and a AM/FM stereo radio with 3 presets.
Travel Sound Generators

**Sound Oasis® Travel**

Ideal for tinnitus sound therapy wherever you are, the Sound Oasis® Travel features 19 authentic, high fidelity sounds, as well as a voice memo feature for recording your own alarm or memo, 2 time zone jumbo backlit alarm clock & calendar. Powered by AC adaptor (included). Travel pouch and time zone chart included.

**Sound Oasis® Bluetooth™**

Sleep better with any one of our 10 built-in sounds or stream new sounds/music via Bluetooth from your mobile device or computer. Perfect for improving sleep, blocking noise, managing tinnitus, dorms and baby’s room. Built-in micro SD card is preloaded with 10 superior quality Sound Oasis® sounds. Your selected sound plays seamlessly for 8 hours.
Sound Generator Accessories

**Sleep Therapy Pillow Speakers**
Dream while listening to your favourite sounds. Use these 2 ultra-thin stereo speakers under any standard or king size pillows. Connect to any audio device using the headphone jack with the grills facing up. When placed under the pillows adjust the volume to your desired level with the in-line volume control to experience the best sound quality.

**Amplified Stereo Pillow Speakers**
Sleep while listening to your favourite sounds, anywhere you travel. The 2 ultra-thin speakers are USB powered with no batteries required. Plug into any wall outlet with the 185cm long cord and place under any pillow. Adjust the inline volume control to deliver quality high volume sound. Included are various International adapters so you can take them when travelling.

**Sound Pillow**
The Sound Pillow looks and feels just like a normal pillow, but it features stereo speakers, so that sound from an external source can be discreet and intimate. Compatible with the Sound Oasis®. Smaller, travel version also available.

**Pillow Speaker**
This hard wearing speaker can be placed under the pillow at night, and when combined with an external sound source, such as a radio, can create a relaxing atmosphere to aid sleep and relieve tinnitus. Fits most audio devices and is compatible with the Sound Oasis®.
Puretone recommend that for maximum benefit, Puretone Audimed tinnitus devices are used in conjunction with a recognised and controlled therapy programme. Your hearing therapist or audiologist will be able to recommend an approved programme that is suitable for you. For more information on tinnitus, contact the British Tinnitus Association.